Key
How bikes can change lives and nations
A
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

something outstanding or very good
being the only one of its kind
needing someone or something in order to exist
to experience an unpleasant or difficult situation or physical or mental pain
dishonest, illegal behaviour, especially from someone with power
a leader of an unofficial military group
to be very old, old-fashioned and not suitable for modern needs
things necessary for daily life
something that can take people from one place to another
the effect or influence that an event has on something or somebody

B

impressive
unique
dependent
to suffer
corruption
warlord
antiquated
supply
vehicle
impact

C
1. small - smallest ; large - largest

1.
2.
3.
4.

2. sense - senseless; end - endless
3. Germany - German; colony - colonial

l. 6 dimension
l.20 diversity
l.30 view
l.41 to deal

 Ausdehnung
 Vielfalt
 Ansicht
 zurechtkommen

4. realise - realisation; organise - organisation
5. fresh - freshness; unique - uniqueness

D

6. pure - purity; diverse – diversity

Freie Schüleräußerung

Priscah’s dream
A
1. When Priscah gets up in the morning she covers a distance of eight kilometres to go to school.
2. After arriving late at school the school would punish her by making do her chores.
3. After receiving the bicycle , Priscah reported that she wakes up at 6:00 a.m., has time to attend to
her household chores, eat and leave for school.
4. Priscah was overwhelmed with emotion when asked what she wanted to say to the sponsor who
funded her bicycle.
5. Her father often uses the bicycle to transport his donated water pump.
6. Thanks to the bicycle he has managed to reach many different places and finally found a market
and sold his tomatoes.
7. Because he made money by selling tomatoes Priscah's father has built the structure where he

intends to sell groceries.

B

C

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Prince
Priscah
Priscah’s father
Her teacher
Priscah’s father

f, e, h, c, g, d, a, b

D
Freie Schüleräußerung

Grammar topic (Conditional clause III)
Intro:
4. If I had had a bike, I wouldn’t have been late for school yesterday.
5. If I had a bike, I would have the chance to improve my skills at school.
6. I could bring my ill grandfather medicine if my sister was able to lend me her bike more often.
A
Freie Schüleräußerung
B
1. Georg, es ist Elijah Mwanza. Er ruft aus Zambia an und wollte dich wegen einer neuen
Geschäftsstelle in einem Nachbardorf sprechen.
2. What kind of business is it? If it was for repairing bikes, a different location would be better.
3. Ja, das ist der Grund warum er dich anrufen wollte. Er versteht aber nicht, warum er es nicht dort
aufbauen sollte. Er sagt, wenn er einen zusätzlichen Standort hätte, könnte er die Räder noch
effektiver reparieren.
4. It’s better if the bicycle repair shop is quite a distance away, in order to reach more people.
5. Er stimmt Dir dabei zu. Sein Bruder lebt in einem Dorf nicht weit weg von seinem Standort. Er wäre
der Richtige für den Job, falls ihn jemand in die Fahrradreparatur einweisen würde.
6. Well, this won‘t be a problem, if your brother agrees to do the job. If we hadn’t had so much work
here, we would already have sent a team. Do you need anything else?
7. Nein, er braucht hat alles was er braucht um sich um die Räder zu kümmern. Er wird wieder
anrufen, falls er etwas braucht.
C
1. would have allowed

4. would they have done

2. promise, to do

5. has to be convinced, want to go

3. hadn’t made

6. will be, says

An interview
A Kristina Jasiunaite
occupation:

CEO of World Bicycle Relief Germany

started working in:

Since 2013

previous job:

worked in previous company of WBR founder

reason for current job:

fascinated of idea of WBR

most important event in job:

trip to Africa (Zambia)

4 examples for tasks in her job:

administrative tasks, book-keeping, communication, filing,
awareness-raising, fund-raising, finding and engaging new
partners

B
Yes, before a bicycle arrives in Africa we need to create the right bicycle for Africa and this is a very
important point, because you have to develop a product that is the best solution for the people living
in an African environment. Bicycles available in Europe or maybe in the US are mainly created to ride
on asphalt roads or they are mountain bikes that would be far too expensive for many, many people.
So this means that we have to find bikes that are inexpensive and robust so that they can transport
heavy loads and survive bad road conditions (or no roads at all). And then, if we fulfilled all this criteria
and know what is required to make a sufficiently strong bicycle, we need to make sure that the parts
produced are the right quality. Today we produce the parts in China and monitor production to ensure
that the quality is suitable. After that, the parts will be loaded onto a ship container and shipped to
Africa. As soon as they reach the port there, they are loaded onto trucks and taken down the long road
to the factories. At the moment we have five factories on African ground where the parts are
assembled.
C
1. Children that cover very long distances to get to school. / Children that can’t attend school because
they have to take care of little brothers or sisters.
2. They have to do a large number of chore before they have the right to go to school.
3. In average 110 € including parts, shipment, transport and assembly…
4. for the whole family, community ;household chores; transport goods to market; transport water or
maize tot he grinding mill; access to school
5. They ride to the cities and pick up parts from wholesalers.
6. A prize by Barron’s in the US for being one of the most effective philantrophist organisations in the
world.

D
2 words that rhyme with “share“:
8 words that begin with “pro“:

10 adverbs with the suffix “ly“:

4 words that rhyme with “rent“:

healthcare; there, where, …
profit, provide, produce, programme, product, properly,
project, production
really, mainly, deeply, sufficiently, secondly, finally,
properly, automatically, perfectly, extremely
environment; implement; moment; per cent; shipment;
element
education; organisation; mention; communication;

10 different words ending on “tion“:

emotion; transportation; solution; production;
condition; question
relief; realize; require; representatives; reason;

12 words with the prefix “re“:

reasonable; receive; repairs; reduce; recognise; really;
reach

E
World Bicycle Relief is an organisation that doesn't want to make profit out of their business, but tries to
help people to increase their mobility and chances . The first one to start with this idea was a man
called F.K. Day . He thought that it would be most effective to help people in Africa with bicycles.
Kristina Jasiunaite, the CEO of WBR Germany, found out that daylight is very important for the people,
because every day begins and ends with it and limits the people's lives. So she loves her job helping the
Africans by doing administrative tasks as well as communicative tasks. She even has to talk to the
media to find new partners for the organisation and to tell them which steps have to be taking until
pupils can receive a bicycle. At first the bike has to be created and fitted to the African environment.
Then they produce the parts in China under strict monitoring and ship them to Africa where they are
assembled in factories. Later on, a committee consisting of different people from different groups
decides who is going to get a bike and talks about a catalogue of criteria to find out who will be given
priority. Then they make contracts with the pupils that are confirmed by everyone in the community
watching the event. It may sometimes occur that even if the bikes are simple and robust they need
some service. Hence WBR has trained field mechanics and supplied them with spare parts. In difference
to WBR USA, WBR Germany foremost tries to help people by supporting education and wants to bring
as many people on bikes as possible.

